fiction
Lesson 1
VISUAL

Eleanor’s Analogies
An analogy is a correlation in which different things are compared
item by item, usually with the idea of explaining something unfamiliar
by comparing it to something well known.
Examples:

Pickle juice is to cookies as vinegar is to doughnuts.
(The word pairs are opposites: a sour liquid and a sweet treat.)

Books are to reading as movies are to viewing.
(The word pairs are objects and their uses.)

Day is to month as minute is to hour.
(The word pairs are parts of a whole.)
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fiction
Lesson 1
ACTIVITY 1

Eleanor’s Analogies
An analogy is a correlation in which different things are compared item by item,
usually with the idea of explaining something unfamiliar by comparing it to
something well known.
Example: Julie Sternberg is to author as Matthew Cordell is to illustrator.
Directions: Select the word that belongs in the bank and write it in.
1. Unhappy is to sad as happy is to______________________________________.
silly joyful lonely
2. Lemonade is to liquid as cookie is to__________________________________.
cracker sugar solid
3. Brooklyn is to New York as Miami is to_________________________________.
Florida America vacation
4. Sock is to foot as mitten is to_________________________________________.
hand head heart
5. Yellow is to lemon as red is to_______________________________________.
book apple hair
6. Tired is to sleep as hungry is to_______________________________________.
eat food sing
7. Cat is to meow as dog is to__________________________________________.
jump bark catnip
8. Pencil is to write as crayon is to_______________________________________.
erase sing color
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fiction
Lesson 1
ACTIVITY 1

ANSWER KEY

Eleanor’s Analogies

An analogy is a correlation in which different things are compared item by item,
usually with the idea of explaining something unfamiliar by comparing it to
something well known.
Example: Julie Sternberg is to author as Matthew Cordell is to illustrator.
Directions: Select the word that belongs in the bank and write it in.

joyful
1. Unhappy is to sad as happy is to______________________________________.
silly joyful lonely
solid
2. Lemonade is to liquid as cookie is to__________________________________.
cracker sugar solid
Florida
3. Brooklyn is to New York as Miami is to_________________________________.
Florida America vacation
hand
4. Sock is to foot as mitten is to_________________________________________.
hand head heart
apple
5. Yellow is to lemon as red is to_______________________________________.
book apple hair
eat
6. Tired is to sleep as hungry is to_______________________________________.
eat food sing
bark
7. Cat is to meow as dog is to__________________________________________.
jump bark catnip
color
8. Pencil is to write as crayon is to_______________________________________.
erase sing color
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fiction
Lesson 1
ACTIVITY 2

Eleanor’s Analogies
An analogy is a correlation in which different things are compared item by item,
usually with the idea of explaining something unfamiliar by comparing it to
something well known.
Analogies are often written in this form:
		
a : b :: c : d (This is read as, “a is to b as c is to d.”)
Examples:
		

Day : Sun :: Night : Moon
Ice Cream : Cold :: Pizza : Hot

Directions: Complete these analogies using the words in the word box.
1. August : Summer :: January : ________________________________________
2. Shampoo : Hair :: Toothpaste : _______________________________________
3. Glasses : See :: Cane : _______________________________________________
4. Chess : Game :: Baseball : ___________________________________________
5. Now : Later :: Easy : ________________________________________________
6. Pencil : Write :: Ruler : ______________________________________________
7. Teacher : School :: Doctor : __________________________________________
8. Cup : Mug :: Plate : _________________________________________________
9. Sugar Cookie : Sweet :: Dill Pickle : ____________________________________
10. Kitten : Cat :: Puppy : ______________________________________________
Difficult
Dog

Hospital
Measure

Platter
Sour

Sport
Teeth

Walk
Winter
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fiction
Lesson 1
ACTIVITY 2

ANSWER KEY

Eleanor’s Analogies

An analogy is a correlation in which different things are compared item by item,
usually with the idea of explaining something unfamiliar by comparing it to
something well known.
Analogies are often written in this form:
		
a : b :: c : d (This is read as, “a is to b as c is to d.”)
Examples:
		

Day : Sun :: Night : Moon
Ice Cream : Cold :: Pizza : Hot

Directions: Complete these analogies using the words in the word box.
Winter
1. August : Summer :: January : ________________________________________

Teeth
2. Shampoo : Hair :: Toothpaste : _______________________________________
3. Glasses : See :: Cane : _______________________________________________
Walk
4. Chess : Game :: Baseball : ___________________________________________
Sport
5. Now : Later :: Easy : ________________________________________________
Difficult

Measure
6. Pencil : Write :: Ruler : ______________________________________________
Hospital
7. Teacher : School :: Doctor : __________________________________________
Platter
8. Cup : Mug :: Plate : _________________________________________________
Sour
9. Sugar Cookie : Sweet :: Dill Pickle : ____________________________________
Dog
10. Kitten : Cat :: Puppy : ______________________________________________
Difficult
Dog

Hospital
Measure

Platter
Sour

Sport
Teeth

Walk
Winter
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(fold)

Draw a fishing pole.

Hooked on
Poetry!

Gone Fishing
Poetry
Mini-Book

1

Write a fish haiku.

(A haiku is a Japanese nature poem composed of three
unrhymed lines of five, seven, and five syllables.)
6

(fold)

8

(cut)

Write a couplet about fishing.

(A couplet is a two-line poem that rhymes.)

3

(fold)

List five words that rhyme with FISH.

Draw an illustration for the haiku.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7
(fold)

2

(cut)

Illustrate the acrostic poem.

Write an acrostic poem. Possible topics: fishing,
hooks, bait, worms, boat, lake, net, pail.

Flounder and perch
In the large lake
Swim away from the
Hook on my fishing pole.

(In an acrostic poem, the letters of each line are lined up
vertically to form the word that is the subject of the poem.)
4

5

fiction
Lesson 3
Visual

Inside Out & Back Again
Fact & Opinion

Fact – Anything that can be checked out or

verified to be true. A factual statement can be
proven true with research by using books,
the Internet, interviews and observation.

Opinion - A statement that tells a person’s

viewpoint or belief. An opinion cannot be
proven true or false. However, it can be
supported by facts.

Identify these statements as facts or opinions.
1. Thanhha Lai is the author of Inside Out & Back Again.
2. Inside Out & Back Again was recognized as a Newbery Honor
book in 2012.
3. Inside Out & Back Again does an excellent job of describing
how difficult it is to be forced to leave your home and
relocate to another country.
4. Hà, the main character in Inside Out & Back Again, tells her
story in a series of free verse poems.
5. Books written in free verse are interesting and easy to read.
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fiction
Lesson 3
ACTIVITY

Hà Shares Her Story
Fact & Opinion
Introduction: Hà’s two good friends, Pam and Steven,
enjoy listening to her tell about life in Vietnam. Hà wants
to share interesting facts with her friends, but her strong
opinions often are revealed as she tells her stories.
Directions: Read each statement. Identify the factual
statements by writing an F in the space in front of each
sentence. Place an O in front of the statements of opinion.

Fact – Anything that can be checked out or verified to be true. A factual statement can
be proven true with research by using books, the Internet, interviews and observation.
Opinion - A statement that tells a person’s viewpoint or belief. An opinion cannot be
proven true or false. However, it can be supported by facts.
	����1. Vietnam is a Southeast Asian country, located on the South China Sea.
	����2. On April 30, 1975 South Vietnam surrendered as the North Vietnamese army
entered Saigon. (Saigon is now called Ho Chi Minh City.)
	����3. The fall of Saigon was one of the most dreadful events in history.
	����4. The traditional culture in Vietnam focuses on humanity, harmony, and the
importance of community and family.
	����5. The diverse plants and animals found in Vietnam are some of the most
interesting in the world.
	����6. Vietnamese meals include a combination of foods such as seafood, rice, fresh
herbs, vegetables and soy sauce.
	����7. Papaya is the best when eaten before the fruit ripens.
	����8. Soccer is the most popular sport in Vietnam.
	����9. All food tastes better when fish sauce is added.
	����10. Hanoi is the capital of Vietnam.
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ANSWER KEY

fiction
Lesson 3
ACTIVITY

Hà Shares Her Story
Fact & Opinion
Introduction: Hà’s two good friends, Pam and Steven,
enjoy listening to her tell about life in Vietnam. Hà wants
to share interesting facts with her friends, but her strong
opinions often are revealed as she tells her stories.
Directions: Read each statement. Identify the factual
statements by writing an F in the space in front of each
sentence. Place an O in front of the statements of opinion.

Fact – Anything that can be checked out or verified to be true. A factual statement can
be proven true with research by using books, the Internet, interviews and observation.
Opinion - A statement that tells a person’s viewpoint or belief. An opinion cannot be
proven true or false. However, it can be supported by facts.

F
	����1.
Vietnam is a Southeast Asian country, located on the South China Sea.
F
	����2.
On April 30, 1975 South Vietnam surrendered as the North Vietnamese army
entered Saigon. (Saigon is now called Ho Chi Minh City.)
O
	����3.
The fall of Saigon was one of the most dreadful events in history.
F
	����4.
The traditional culture in Vietnam focuses on humanity, harmony, and the
importance of community and family.
O
	����5.
The diverse plants and animals found in Vietnam are some of the most
interesting in the world.
F
	����6.
Vietnamese meals include a combination of foods such as seafood, rice, fresh
herbs, vegetables and soy sauce.
O
	����7.
Papaya is the best when eaten before the fruit ripens.
F
	����8.
Soccer is the most popular sport in Vietnam.
O
	����9.
All food tastes better when fish sauce is added.
F
	����10.
Hanoi is the capital of Vietnam.
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